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Abstract—Plastic scintillators are widely used in detecting nuclear radiation due to their low construction
cost, the ability to be produced in nearly any shape and size and relatively fast time response, among which
NE102A (or its equivalents, BC400 and EJ-212) is one of the most famous and widely used scintillators in the
focal plane of the particle magnetic spectrometers. In this study, the response of a large NE102A scintillator to
3He ions was investigated in the energy range of 55–87 MeV. The experimental data were collected from the
measurements carried out at the accelerator center of University of Groningen, the Netherlands (KVI-CART).
The results of this research, acceptably consistent with previous published experimental data, confirmed that
the response of the NE102A scintillator to 3He ions with energies more than 10 MeV is approximately linear.
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1. INTRODUCTION
The precise knowledge of the detector response is

extremely important for the particle detection and
spectroscopy. The response of inorganic scintillators
such as thallium-doped cesium iodide crystal
(Csl(Tl)) to heavy ions has been studied, which sup-
ported the scintillation light dependence on energy,
electrical charge and mass of ions [1, 2].

In some experiments, it is necessary to register
detector counts of order 107 counts per second, which
imposes the use of a fast detector. In such situations,
the use of organic scintillators with a fast time
response is recommended. Organic scintillators such
as NE102A have a fast decay time and therefore suit-
able for making phoswich detectors [3], which exhibit
excellent pulse shape discrimination properties and
are suitable for radiation monitoring [4, 5]. The old
plastic scintillators NE102A produced by the Nuclear
Enterprise Technology and the new brands BC400
and EJ-212 produced by the Saint Gobin Crystals and
Eljen Technology respectively, have the same physical
properties.

An ideal scintillation material should convert the
kinetic energy of charged particles into detectable light
with a high scintillation efficiency. This conversion
should be linear so that the light yield should be pro-
portional to deposited energy over as wide a range as
possible. An important challenge ahead of using

organic scintillator is their relatively non-linear
response to heavy ionizing particles [6, 7]. NE102A is
one of the most famous, low cost and commonly used
organic scintillators. The response of this scintillator
has been measured and studied for low-energy neu-
trons [8] as well as different ions in various energy
ranges [9]. However, its response to 3He ions with
kinetic energies in the range of 55–100 MeV has not
been studied and reported yet, which is accounted as
the main purpose of this research.

Detection of 3He ions is important in many ways.
3He is the first bound nucleus comprised of more than
one proton which makes it interesting to study the
combination of a short-range and a long-range inter-
action [10]. It is the lightest bound three-body system
forming a bridge between the simple two-body
nucleon-nucleon interacting case and heavier nuclei
[11]. More ever, detection of 3He ions is important to
study the 10He exotic nuclei with largest neutron-to-
proton ratio [12].

2. MATERIALS AND METHODS
2.1. Experimental Apparatus

The collected data in the experiments carried out at
the KVI-CART accelerator affiliated with Groningen
University of the Netherlands were used in the present
research. Here, 133 and 180 MeV deuteron beams were
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Fig. 1. An overview of the position of the detectors used in the experiment.
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incident on a liquid hydrogen target, located at the
center of the Plastic Ball (PB) detector which consists
of 575 plastic phoswitch detectors and approximately
covers 4π steradians solid angle surrounding the
hydrogen target.

In these experiments, a variety of interactions may
occur and subsequently different particles may be pro-
duced. The detection system is so adjusted that as
much proton-deuteron radiative capture interaction
data as possible are to register. The products of this
interaction are photon and 3He. According to the
interaction kinematics, photons are emitted at polar
angles of zero to 180 degrees whilst 3He is emitted at
small forward angles. The energies, the momenta of
the photons and 3He ions are determined by the PB
detector as well as a Big Bite Spectrometer (BBS),
respectively. Figure 1 shows an overview of the appa-
ratus used in the experiments [13].

The BBS magnetic spectrometer consists of two
Quadruple and one Dipole magnet. This device was
designed to form a point image from a point target in
the focal plane of the spectrometer, consisting of two
VDCs (Vertical Drift Chambers) that can measure the
ion trajectory. Having known the charge and mass of
the ion and the incorporated optics of the spectrome-
ter, the ion kinetic energy is determined with high pre-
cision.

Passed through the VDCs, the 3He ion collides
with an array of five NE102A plastic scintillators, each
with 2 × 280 × 1020 mm3 dimensions, which are ver-
tically arranged. This array of scintillators is called
S1 detector. If the ion has enough energy to cross the
S1 detector, it could hit another large plastic scintillator
of the same material with a size of 6 × 280 × 1020 mm3,
PHYSICS OF PARTIC
which is horizontally installed in about 40 cm after the
S1 detector. This scintillator is called S3 detector.
3He ions, either stop or cross over the S3 detector
depending on their kinetic energies.

Through a light guide, every scintillator is coupled
from both sides with two Philips XP2262 photomulti-
plier tubes (PMTs). The outputs of the photomultipli-
ers are shaped and sent to modified ORTEC CCF8200
constant-fraction discriminators (CFDs), which pro-
duce logical output signals proportional in length to
the time-over-threshold of the incoming pulses.
Because the time-over-threshold is related to the
energy deposited in the scintillator, one can obtain
energy-loss information by measuring the length of
the CFD signals using time-to-digital converter
(TDC, LeCroy 4298) and thereby avoiding long con-
version times needed for charge integration. This has
been tested reading out the photo-multiplier signals with
a charge-to-digital converter (QDC, LeCroy 2280) in
parallel to the above described setup

The trigger in these experiments is set differently
according to the energy of 3He ions. In a test with
180 MeV deuteron beam, the 3He ions, have enough
energy to reach both S1 and S3 detectors, and hence
the trigger is constructed through the logical combina-
tion of both detector signals [14, 15].

When the energy of the deuteron beam is 133 MeV,
the BBS magnetic spectrometer is re-adjusted by
selecting a new kinematical settings and the trigger is
performed only by the S1 detector, which is because
assumed that all 3He ions have no chance to reach the
S3 detector. In this study, we only use information
from the mid plate of the S1 detector. This plate is also
LES AND NUCLEI LETTERS  Vol. 16  No. 6  2019
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Fig. 2. A sample measurement data used in this study. (a) The square root taken over the product of QDC values of PMTs, located
at the two ends of the S3 detector, as a function of incident ion energy. (b) The vertical and horizontal coordinates of the ion inter-
action location at the first VDC. (c) and (d) are similar to (a) and (b) but a coincidence with a photon detected by the PB is
required.
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coupled from both sides with the same Philips XP2262
PMTs.

As already mentioned, the energy and emission
angle of the gamma rays generated in the proton-deu-
teron radiative capture reaction is recorded by the PB
detector and stored in a so-called event file. Therefore,
by taking into account a coincidence condition, the
3He ions emitted at a specific polar and azimuthal
angles are determined by conditioning the emission
angles of photons through the data reduction process.

The experimental data are presented in Fig. 2 for
180 MeV incident deuteron beam. In this case, the 3He
energy is so that the trigger is constructed by both S1
and S3 detectors. The BBS is also set for a distinct
kinematical setting. In Fig. 2a, the square root taken
over the product of QDC values of PMTs located at
the two ends of the detector S3, are plotted as a func-
tion of incident ion’s energy. The energy of the inci-
dent ion is calculated through the spectrometer optics,
however, since the 3He ions lose some of their energies
before reaching the S3 detector, one has to estimate
the energy losses by simulation.
PHYSICS OF PARTICLES AND NUCLEI LETTERS  Vol
The vertical and horizontal coordinates of the ion
interaction locations inside the first VDC are plotted
in Fig. 2b. By considering the fact that the ions move
along the straight line after leaving the spectrometer,
the location of the ion incident on the VDCs deter-
mines the interaction points inside detectors S1 and S3.

Figures 2c and 2d are similar to those of Figs. 2a
and 2b, but with two additional limitations; (1) A
coincidence with a photon detected by the PB detector
is required, (2) the photon’s azimuthal angles are lim-
ited in the range of –10 to +10 degrees. Having
restricted the photon azimuthal angles, the 3He ions
only hit the mid-height of the VDCs and subsequently
the middle regions of S1 and S3 detectors.

As shown in Fig. 1, the 3He ions move through the
air and different materials (including the reflective
shielding layer and the dead layer on front surface of
the S1 and S3 detectors) after passing through the
VDCs, hence lose some energy before entering the
scintillators.

In this study, the Geant4 toolkit was used to calcu-
late the precise 3He energies while hitting the scintilla-
tor surface. Figure 3 shows the deposition energy of
. 16  No. 6  2019
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Fig. 3. The deposition energy calculated through Geant4 simulations of 3He ion collisions with NE102A plastic scintillator.
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3He ions in a 6 mm thick NE102A scintillator. It
should be noted that only 3He ions with energies more
than 87 MeV have the chance to penetrate the scintil-
lator. Therefore, it was decided to shift the 3He ion
energy calculated with the spectrometer optics until
the punch-through point of the experimental data
shown in Fig. 2 would become consistent with the cor-
responding simulation results of Fig. 3.

2.2. Modeling and Measurement 
of Scintillator Response

In order to obtain the response of the plastic scin-
tillator used in this study, one should also take into
account the factors influencing the non-linear behav-
ior of the PMTs. One advantage of the present study,
compared to measurements that have been done so far,
is that the 3He ions with different energies simultane-
ously enter the scintillator to experience similar PMT
behavior. On the other hand, since it is possible to
record and study the time signals of the PMTs and to
compare them with the accelerator radio frequency
pulses, one can select the coincident events which
minimize the space-charge effects at the PMTs.

The schematic of a 6 mm thick NE102A scintillator
of the S3 detector is shown in Fig. 4. The scintillator
light yield depends strongly on the position where the
3He ions intersect the scintillator. Since VDCs can
determine the ion trajectories, one can calculate the
ion interaction position inside the scintillator in an
extrapolation procedure.
PHYSICS OF PARTIC
In order to calculate the light collection efficiency
of different points of the scintillator, its volume was
divided into 175 equal-sized voxels. Then a large num-
ber of optical photons were generated at center of each
voxel whose wavelengths were sampled from the
NE102A scintillator emission curve. Then, the Monte
Carlo light transport simulation with PHOTRACK
was performed to track the scintillation lights gener-
ated at each voxel until either they reached the light
guides, absorbed in the scintillator, or escaped from
the scintillator. The number of scintillation lights
arrived at PMTs divided by those produced in each
voxel, known as the light collection efficiency or rela-
tive light yield of the voxel, is illustrated in Fig. 5. In
order to calculate the scintillator response, it is neces-
sary to correct the QDC values of the PMTs using the
light collection efficiency of the voxel where the 3He
ion is incident on [16].

Our simulation results show that the light collec-
tion efficiency is almost independent of the vertical
position of the scintillator (Y-axis). The maximum
variation in Y direction was observed at both ends of
the scintillator which are less than 15%. The light col-
lection efficiency strongly depends on the horizontal
position of the scintillator (X-axis). Therefore, here it
was decided (1) to study the 3He ions incident around
the central area of the scintillator by restricting the azi-
muthal angles of the gamma rays in the PB detector
(from –10 to +10 degrees), and (2) to correct the
QDC values of the PMTs according to the scintillator
light collection efficiency. The areas in which the 3He
ions collide with the detector were marked schemati-
LES AND NUCLEI LETTERS  Vol. 16  No. 6  2019
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Fig. 4. The schematic of a rectangular NE102A scintillator coupled to light guides and PMTs on both sides.
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cally with dark color in Fig. 4. After the necessary cor-
rections, the results of the NE102A scintillator
response to the incident 3He ions in the range of 73 to
87 MeV are shown in Fig. 6. The results show that the
linear behavior of data in Fig. 2c did not change sig-
nificantly, but its slope almost doubled.

When the energy of the deuteron beam is 133 MeV,
the BBS magnetic spectrometer is re-adjusted by
selecting a new kinematical setting and the trigger is
performed only by the S1 detector. Here it is assumed
that all 3He ions have no chance to reach the S3 detec-
tor. In order to study the NE102A scintillator
PHYSICS OF PARTICLES AND NUCLEI LETTERS  Vol
response, a 2 mm-thick vertical scintillator used in the
S1 detector is taken into consideration. The Geant4
simulations show that the minimum 3He ion energy to
penetrate a 2 mm thick NE102A scintillator is 68 MeV.
The necessary light transport simulation has been also
performed. After the necessary corrections, the results
of the NE102A scintillator response to the incident
3He ions in the range of 57 to 68 MeV are shown in
Fig. 6.

Since the measurements have been performed in
two configurations, more ever, the PMTs at both ends
of S1 are different with those of S3, the results are
. 16  No. 6  2019
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Fig. 6. The NE102A scintillator response to incident 3He
ions. Open circles and open squares are the experimental
data of [9] and the present study, respectively. The full-
line, dot-line and dashed-line are of the fitting models
which are all first order in energy with almost the same
slopes, whilst the dotted line is nonlinear in energy.
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shown separately with two independent series. Unfor-
tunately, in this experiment it was impossible to nor-
malize the two sets of responses to each other.

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
The data shown in Fig. 6 represent three sets of

measurements undertaken with three NE102A scintil-
lators at two different laboratories. Open circles show
the absolute response values of [9], whilst open
squares illustrate the relative response values of the
present study.

Following a set of comprehensive and systematic
studies, Becchetti et al. reported the response of some
scintillators, including NE102A for different ions.
They normalized their results to a ThC′ α-particles
(E = 8.78 MeV). Finally, they concluded that the
response of NE102A scintillator follows a nonlinear
relation, L = 4(ZA)–0.63E1.62, for all ion types with inci-
dent energies in the range of 0.5 MeV < E/A < 15 MeV.
They tried to show that the NE102A scintillator
response for 3He ions up to 45 MeV is nonlinear, which
is not entirely consistent with our research results.

As it can be seen in Fig. 6, a straight-line can be
precisely fitted to the experimental data obtained in
the present study. The line slopes are 29.9 ± 0.5 and
31.5 ± 0.6 for the energy ranges of 57 < E < 68 MeV
and 73 < E < 87 MeV, respectively. The reduced χ2 is
PHYSICS OF PARTIC
0.99 for both fittings. The 5% difference between the
slopes can be explained by a small nonlinear behavior
of the different PMTs.

Our data does not show a nonlinearity dependence
of the form E1.62. If we fit a quadratic polynomial func-
tion of energy to our results, the ratio of the nonlinear
term to the linear term is of the order of 0.005E. On the
other hand, fitting a straight line to Becchetti et al.'s
data for the energies more than 10 MeV, results in a very
good accuracy (χ2 = 0.99) with a slope of 27.3 ± 0.7.

The results of our research along with those of Bec-
chetti et al. confirm that the response of the NE102A
scintillator when exposed to 3He ions is linear for ener-
gies greater than 10 MeV with an overall error of less
than 10%.
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